**Technology Five Overtakes Crimson in Final Game**

Basketball Team Rallies in Second Half, Winning 19-18

Meeting with New Brunswick College Hard Fought But Lost 43-29

ANAPOLIS WINS 69-13

The Engineers lost both their week and the opening weekend. Harvard defeated them to the tune of 26 to 18 in a first half that was close and hard fought all the way, while the Navy had it easier, winning 39 to 19.

The meet with Rutgers was done all the way and the chances of the latter were shining. But the Blue weeklys gave a good light in the 60 yard dash but were chased out at the finish. In the 220 Ross of Rutgers had all that he did, but there was a battle for second place, Captain Bert Cooper coming through in a split at the finish that placed him ahead of his opponent.

**Technology★Four Away with Dives in the Dives, with Bob Parlott of Technology out, Rutgers had little trouble.**

**Cambridge High School Wins from Freshmen**

Not to be outdone by the basketball team, the Institute cheese team scored its second against Harvard last Friday by a score of 5 to 4. The match was played in the Faculty and Alumni room. All of the games except the one on the first board were won easily by the fast and tough Harvard. This victory was secured only by 6 moves. The game on the first board, between W. A. Adams 24, and King 23, was closely contested and at the end of four hours playing both sides had an attack, but neither had any advantage. Actually, it was a draw, giving the Harvard boys an extra point.

After this match, the Tech players substituted two players from the Freshman team. This turn of events in the season against Harvard, its first meeting, 5-6.

**The Boston Chess Club in a 22 board match last Saturday evening. The final score was 12 to 13. The Freshmen were not as successful, but they lost their match with the Cambridge High and Latin School by 6 to 2 score.**
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